Discover the true value of hemp.

HEMP FOR ALL

ASIA INTERNATIONAL HEMP EXPO 2022

30 NOV - 3 DEC 2022
QSNCC
BANGKOK
THAILAND

> www.asiahempexpo.com
Objective

- To open the door of the Thai Hemp to the horizon.
- To indicate efficiency of the Thai Hemp. (Where we are?)
- To expand of hemp products into economic crops in various forms.
- To commemorate Her Majesty the Queen Mother Sirikit on the occasion of the 90th Birthday Anniversary and to recognize H.M. the Queen Mother’s pioneeership in hemp garment innovation and textile fabrication for the benefit of hilltribe career and quality of life development.
The HEMP businesses are part of 7 out of 10 Thailand focused industries.
ASIA INTERNATIONAL HEMP EXPO 2022

Asia’s First Comprehensive Exhibition on Production and Plantation Technology for HEMP, continuously organized in Thailand.

4 EXHIBITION DAYS [ 3 Trade & 1 Public ]
300 Thai and International Exhibitors.
10,000 visitors

2 FORUM DAYS
25 International Speakers From 5 Continents together with 1,500 delegates.

2nd International Hemp Environmental Forum

The world’s renowned international convention on HEMP as world series, organized the first time in Thailand.

As of 19 July 2022
In 2016,

At #KyotoHempForum on July 2, 2016, delegates from around the globe, gather at KICC (Kyoto International Conference Center) where the Kyoto Protocol was originally signed in 1997 acknowledging our international and planetary responsibilities to the environment; and where the 2003 World Water Forum was held; for The First Annual “International Hemp Environmental Forum” to:
1. Raise awareness of the value of Hemp in comparison to other biomass resources worldwide; while advocating for its legal use and research;
2. Discuss implementation strategies involving Hemp as a sustainable solution;
3. Share Information and Knowledge about Hemp with cooperation and compassion;

The Hemp Future Is Now.